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Abstract
Humanizing Technologies GmbH develops Intelligent software for the humanoid
robots from Softbank Robotics. The main objective of this thesis is to develop
and deploy Conversational Artificial Intelligence software into the humanoid robots
using deep learning techniques. Development of conversational agents using Machine
Learning or Artificial Intelligence is an intriguing issue with regards to Natural Lan-
guage Processing. Great research and experimentation is being conducted in this
area. Currently most of the chatbots are developed with rule based programming
that cannot hold conversation which replicates real human interaction. This issue
is addressed in this thesis with the development of Deep learning conversational
AI based on Sequence to sequence, Attention mechanism, Transfer learning, Active
learning and Beam search decoding which emulates human like conversation. The
complete end to end conversational AI software is designed, implemented and de-
ployed in this thesis work according to the conceptual specifications. The research
objectives are successfully accomplished and results of the proposed concept are dis-
cussed in detail.
Keywords: Conversational AI, LSTM, Attention, Transfer learning, Ac-
tive learning
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1 Introduction
Social robots are embodied agents that are designed to interact with humans. They
engage in conversations with people by acting as emotional companions. Softbank
Robotics’s social robots Nao and Pepper are able to recognize basic human emo-
tions and faces. They are optimized for human interactions and are able to engage
with humans through conversations[10]. They are used in companies as assistants
to welcome, entertain, inform visitors, and for presentations. These social robots
have the potential to take over entire job functions such as Service provider, Greeter,
Sales Associate, Survey conductor, Loyalty management[10]. These robots can be
functional enough at home to serve as a family member to engage with other fam-
ily members. Humanizing Technologies GmbH develops software for the humanoid
robot Pepper which is used by different industries where Pepper is used for customer
services, company is also working with group of researchers to deploy Pepper in el-
derly care to help patients with dementia by having conversations and giving them
small tasks to perform on the tablet available on Pepper.
Figure 1.1: Pepper robot
An important aspect of social conversation is flexible, fluent linguistic interaction.
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In practice most of the social robots developers tend to not use the full possibilities
of the unrestricted verbal expression in conversations. Rather they apply simplistic
processes in order to choose the words for the robots to say[28]. In contrast Con-
versational AI provide an experience of talking to another person as they mimic an
actual human. They use Artificial Intelligence(AI) techniques in order to develop
them. Deep learning is one of the technique in AI which mimics human brain in
order to find patterns from the training data and the same patterns are used when
new data has to be processed.
1.1 Motivation
Currently Humanoid robots at Humanizing GmbH are using rule based program-
ming to interact with the users. With this approach robots respond to the humans
if there is a 100% match between the question asked by the user and the question in
the system which is preprogrammed. The drawback with this approach is if a new
question is asked to the robot which is not in it’s system, it does not respond.
The motivation behind this thesis is to understand the context in the question and
generate the answer without any pre-programming so that the robots can answer
to new questions. By using conversational models developed using AI the drawback
from the rule based approach can be overcome. When a new question is asked to
the robot, the model understands the question and generates the answer which is
more related to the question with semantic meaning of the trained language.
Figure 1.2: Rule based programming example
1.2 Problem Statement
In Natural Language Processing(NLP) intelligent conversational agent or dialogue
generation using deep learning is an interesting problem. It has become one of
the important applications. In many research projects, conversational agents are
developed using Deep learning techniques. There are many interface based chatbot
development frameworks available in the market which lack flexibility in generating
real dialogues. These agents have a limited functionality and can not emulate real
12
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human conversation. Currently most of the chatbots are developed using retrieval
based techniques, rule based techniques, or simple machine learning algorithms. The
main objective of this thesis is to develop intelligent conversational agent which can
understand the context of the conversation and generate an answer to the user based
on the question asked for open dialogue conversation. The developed Conversational
AI model has to be deployed into to the robots.
1.3 Research Objectives
The major objectives of the research are as follows:
Development of Conversational AI for humanoid robot. Analyze existing natural
language datasets, Find best fitting one according to the requirement and perform
necessary preprocessing steps.
Analysis of available approaches and concept development. Train the developed
model architecture and save the models for different training losses. Evaluation of
the developed models performance. Deployment of the developed model for produc-
tion.
1.4 Overview of the Chapters
Following parts of the thesis are organized as follows:
Chapter 2 provides the theoretical background about the conversational agents,
history of chatbots, Speech recognition, speech synthesis and humanoid robot that
are required for this research work.
Chapter 3 explains about state of the art for this master thesis which contains
literature survey regarding different existing approaches and thier mathematical ex-
plainations.
Chapter 4 describes the idea behind the concept to develop the conversational AI.
The conceptual design, datasets, architecture and phases involved for the develop-
ment are discussed in detail.
Chapter 5 depicts the implementation of the developed concept. It explains about
the required software, necessary preprocessing of the data, development of architec-
ture with tensorflow, training process, and how the model is deployed.
Chapter 6 illustrates about the results from training loss, word embeddings visual-
ization, evaluation of the model from different phases.
13
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Chapter 7 summarizes the contents of this overall thesis work and discusses the
possibilities for future work related to this research.
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2 Theoretical Background
2.1 Conversational Agents
Humans talk all the time with each other but usually without awareness of when
conversation works and how to improve it. Typically, the conversation is held by two
or many people in a progression of exchanges. Moreover, people represent learning
systems of this environment, because they adapt internally as a consequence of expe-
rience. This interaction is quite complex as well as powerful; and the epicenter of the
knowledge generation and exchanges. An oral exchange of sentiments, observations,
opinions, or ideas can be defined as conversation. An exchange of messages online
in real time with one or more simultaneous users of a computer network can also
be defined as conversation, providing a more modern vision about a conversation.
At least, the conversation channel evolves from a face to face talk to a digital com-
munication. Indeed, nowadays, conversation is a popular topic in the Information
and Communication Technologies (ICT). Its interfaces are daily used in our mobile
phone, moving the Human-Human interaction into a digital dimension. Facebook
Messenger, WhatsApp, Telegram, WeChat, etc., are common examples of tool used
to carry out a humans’ conversation through devices. Thus, a conversation could
be much more.
Conversational Agents are most commonly referred as chatbots. The fundamen-
tal principle of conversational agents is to interact with humans via voice messages
or text messages and behave like they are able to understand the conversation and
respond back appropriately to the human user. The beginning of humans convers-
ing with machines started many years ago similar to that of computer science. A
simple test was defined by Alan Turing in the year 1950 which is called as Turing
test where a human user would need to anticipate if the element they are conversing
with by means of text is a chatbot or not[76]. This test’s goal is more prominent
than the typical usecase of conversational agents; the fundamental distinction being
that the area of knowledge of the conversational agent is small while the Turing test
presume one can converse about any point with the chatbot. Moreover, another
general presumption chatbot developers remember is that users normally have an
objective they desire to accomplish by the end of interaction when they converse
with a conversational agent. Based on this the subject and conversation flow of the
chatbot is chosen.
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2.1.1 History of Chatbots
In 1966 the first conversational agent was created by Joseph Weizenbaum at Mas-
sachusetts Institute of Technology (MIT) which was named as ELIZA. It was created
to simulate psychiatrist[62]. Input sentences were analyzed by the program using
decomposition rules which are activated by the key words in the text input. Based
on the rules it generated answers that are associated to the decomposition rules[80].
Figure 2.1: History of chatbots[62]
In spite of the fact that ELIZA was made by Weizenbaum to exhibit how shallow the
conversation is between a chatbot and a human, ELIZA turned out to be broadly
popular on the grounds that individuals thought they were conversing with a gen-
uine individual.
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Figure 2.2: Some conversations from Eliza[80]
A new chatbot was developed after ELIZA by Kenneth Colby which was named as
Parry. It was created to mimic a patient who experienced distrustful schizophrenia
whose architecture was close to ELIZA’s architecture. Parry contained a perspective
just as the information about the discussion which enabled the chatbot to produce
responses which are influenced by Parry’s decisions and also input. Interactions be-
tween patients, Parry and psychiatrists were collected and are presented to a group
of psychiatrists who were asked to find out if they could notice difference between pa-
tients responses and the answers that came from the chatbot but they failed at it[47].
In 1995 Dr.Richard Wallace author of Artificial Intelligence Markup Language(AIML)
created a chatbot known as ALICE which stands for Artificial Linguistic Internet
Computer Entity. It was similar to that of ELIZA which matches the pattern to
respond but in contrast attempts to reflect more human conduct. The main idea of
this chatbot was to communicate as long as possible so that the user would not feel
that the entity they are communicating with is a computer. ALICE won Loebner
prize in the year 2000 for being one of the powerful chabot[62].
In the year 2002 a conversational agent named Elizabeth was created which is de-
signed to yield effortless and entertaining way into NLP. Elizabeth can be seen as a
17
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revision of chatbot ELIZA, in which some of the features has been imporved1. Below
is a table which compares some of the differences between the chabots ALICE and
Elizabeth.
Advantages Disadvantages
ALICE ALICE
• Enormous corpus text can be stored
• Natural Language Understand-
ing(NLU), basic Artificial Intelli-
gence, and Pattern Matching
• Input and output can be described
by simple templates and pattern
• user input can be splitted into two
sentences
• Conversation history is not stored
• An answer is given from the knowl-
edge domain easily without really
understanding what user says
Elizabeth Elizabeth
• For sentences grammatical analysis
is given
• Natural Language Understanding,
basic Artificial Intelligence, and Pat-
tern Matching
• More sophisticated rules on how in-
put and output are transformed and
keyword patterns (to describe a in-
put and Elizabeths response)
• There are not templates provided to
describe input and output
• Splitting is a hard task in Elizabeth
architecture
Table 2.1: Comparision table of ALICE and Elizabeth
The Loebner prize was established by the cambridge centre for behavioural studies
and Hugh Loebner in the year 1991 and was considered as one of the oldest compe-
tition for Turing Test. The question that led for the foundation of turing test was
whether computers are able to think or not which was investigated by the famous
mathematician Alan Turing. To asses this case Alan Turing depicted technique to
find out if a computer can exhibit human intelligence. His hypothesis is evaluated
in the following way, a participant has to chat via computer with other two partic-
ipants out of whom one is a human, and the other is a chatbot. By the end of the
communication the participant has to confirm who is computer and who is a human
1http://www.philocomp.net/ai/elizabeth.htm
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based on the quality of the response he got. Loebner set the standard by adding,
that four judges have to converse with the machine for 25minutes and if 30% of the
judges evaluate the machine as the human being then it can be considered that the
program has passed the test.
2.2 Retrieval vs. Generative models
One problem in human machine dialogues system regards how replying a message
within conversation contexts. Basically, the existing methods are divided into two
categories.
The retrieval-based models [79] [37] use a predefined set of replies, strongly
related to an input’s context. Such replies are selected by means of statistical com-
putations or heuristics and are always correct from the grammatically point of view.
However, this model is very poor flexible; indeed, new use cases can not be handled,
except modifying the replies’ set. Therefore, the retrieval-based models are consid-
ered an easy Artificial Intelligence task.
Even if it is not the most flexible approach, it is quite stable and production ready.
The literature provides several scientific works in which the model is used by means
of different approaches. In [16], the authors describe a goal-oriented multi-turn di-
alogue system, which try to consider both rare (i.e., context technical words) and
frequent words. They designed the chatbot by means of a Cross Convolution Net-
work (CCN) which uses a Multy Frequency Word Embedding.
On the other hand, considering the match between input message and proper re-
sponses as the key of success of this approach, in [84] has been proposed model
in which the heuristic focuses into the discussed topic. Therefore, the authors de-
scribed a topic aware convolutional neural tensor network in order to address that
problem. Another approach has been discussed in [85] to concatenate utterances
within a context or match a response with a highly abstract context vector. Indeed,
the authors proposed a sequential matching network (SMN) to match a response
with each context’s utterance. As consequence, vectors, that match information
from each pair, are then accumulated in a chronological order through a recurrent
neural network (RNN) in order to model relationships among utterances. Moreover,
in [23], character embedding has been integrated into Chen et als Enhanced LSTM
method (ESIM) [18] for evaluating the task of next utterance selection; as well as,
another context-oriented response selecting task has been addressed by means of a
designed Recall gate which can transform domain knowledge into the extra global
memory of Long Short-Term Memory (LSTM).
Unlike retrieval-based models, the generative-based models, as their name in-
dicates, generate responses character by character, word by word or sentence by
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sentence. Historically, these models have been based on translation techniques;
however, the paradigm has been adopted to generally translate input’s question in
output’s answer. Specifically, the dataset is trained to generate responses even if
them do not figure in the corpus; at the same time, the training helps to learn the
grammar. As consequence, these models are considered smarter then the retrieval-
based ones because of the higher level of flexibility; on the other hand, these are
more fragile due to the possibility to have grammar and spelling errors and because
they suffer from generalization since they tend to generate Thank you, Ok, Nice,
etc., most of the time. For these reasons this model is considered a hard AI task.
Typically, these models are based on Recurrent Neural Networks (RNNs) [26], a
process of sequential information.
In [69], Google researchers proposed an end-to-end approach to learn sequences,
which uses a multi-layered LSTM encoder-decoder with vectors of fixed dimension.
The model is suitable to text original language (machine translation), Q&A or mes-
sage to be replied to (dialog systems). Beam search has been used to approximate
the optimal sequence. The same approach was used in [77] to model human conver-
sations. Indeed, using a large message-response pairs dataset, the LSTM adapts to
generate very interesting results. Another scientific work [45] trained the LSTM in
sequences coming from the same individual, highlighting a good adaptation to its
language style. Even Reinforcement Learning (RL) applications have been used in
literature. A RL-based algorithm to learn goal-oriented dialog policy, which opti-
mize utterance- and dialog-level metrics, was proposed in [90]. The authors aimed
to generate text dialog-level aware. in [46], a hybrid supervised and deep RL method
tracks dialogue state, interfaces with knowledge bases, and incorporates query re-
sults into agent’s responses to complete task-oriented dialogues. The model is firstly
trained offline with supervised techniques and then online through RL to adapt with
the users’ behavior. On the other hand, an innovative end-to-end neural generative
conversational model for open domain dialogue was proposed in [53]. It is trained
over two offline supervised learning phases and one online human-in-the-loop active
learning phase. The first two phases rely on the Transfer Learning approach, in
which the weights of the first training are inherited from the second one; whereas,
last phase uses a Beam search recommendation to suggest human the optimized
responses. This model could be used to train conversational agents with customized
personas, moods and conversational styles.
2.3 Automatic Speech Recognition
Automatic speech recognition(ASR) systems commonly use probabilistic approach
for converting speech signals to text. A word or word sequences from the vocabu-
lary list are corresponded as speech signal with a probability value[60]. Thus when a
word x or sequence of words X are spoken, a score is computed to match the words
to the speech signal using phonemes from the acoustic model perceiving what words
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could follow from linguistic knowledge. The highest score obtained by the word
sequence is chose as the recognition result. The SR process can be categorized in
to four steps: pre processing, feature extraction, decoding, and post processing[60].
Figure shows the steps involved in speech recognition systems.
Figure 2.3: Speech recognition process[60]
Pre processing
In pre processing step microphone is used to record the speech and the speech signal
is then discretized with a sampling frequency. For example if the sampling frequency
is 16 kHz, according to Shannon sampling theorem[36] in order to reconstruct a band-
width limited signal its sampling frequency must be twice the maximum frequency
which means frequencies upto 8 kHz can be constituted correctly. Data transmitted
over telephone network ranges from 5 Hz tp 3.7 kHz and has been shown that it is
enough for speech recognition therefore 8 kHz is more than sufficient. A high pass
filter is used to remove frequencies that are below 100 Hz as they can be treated as
noise. One crucial part of pre processing is to not consider the parts between the
beginning of the recording and the start of user speech. This is performed due to
the way that speech recognition system assigns a probability value to any phoneme
that is included in the recognition procedure[60].
Feature Extraction
In this step acoustic observations are extracted along uniform length time frames
in order to compute the features. The signal between these frames is considered
as stationary. Thus the length of the extracted frames is commonly around 25 ms.
A multi dimensional feature vector is computed for the acoustic observations in
that window. Next a fast Fourier transform is applied on that vector into spectral
domain[60]. Cepstral mean subtraction(CMS) is the further step in this process
which is used to discard linear filter effects. For instance the microphones that
record the speech could differ during training and testing, in order to recover from
this effect CMS[81] is used. Information can also be found in temporal change along
with feature vector. This information can be captured by concatenating consecutive
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feature vectors and creating supervector which would be very high dimensional. This
high dimensional vector can be projected to lower dimension by using dimension-
ality reduction techniques like linear discriminant analysis or principal component
analysis.
Decoding
The process of calculating which word sequences are most probable match with the
feature vectors representing the acoustic signal is known as decoding. In decoding
process three important blocks are needed; an acoustic model containing a Hidden
Markov Model(HMM) for every unit(word or phoneme), a dictionary consisting of
words list and their sequences of phonemes and a language model consisting se-
quences of words likelihood or word[60]. In decoding process a language model is
not mandatory, however it provides increased word accuracy[71]; in cases similar
to credit card recognition tasks consisting of vocabulary list of numbers from 0 to
9, all words can be considered equal likely. Language models are commonly fixed
grammar, or n-gram models with a unigram model consisting words and their prob-
abilities and bigram model containing words with their probabilities given following
word and so on [60]. An example of unigram, bigram, trigram models developed
from sentence ” hai how are you” is given below:
• Possible unigram sequences:
hai
how
are
you
• bigram sequences:
hai how
how are
are you
• trigram sequences:
hai how are
how are you
N gram sentences that are created from single or multiple abundant texts with the
probabilities calculated is called as corpus[68] which develops a language model with
right grammar, provided proper sources.
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While decoding, speech recognition systems try to find word or word sequences
w∗ that best fitting the sample X, as given in the below equation:
w∗ = argmaxw(p(X|w)p(w)) (2.1)
Where p(w) being from the language model and p(X|w) calculated from the phoneme
sequences in the word obtained from vocabulary:
p(X|w) = argmaxs(
∏
j
(p(x|sj)p(sj))) (2.2)
It is not possible to calculate all existing paths probabilities along the state network
as the possible state sequences are very large: for N states and T samples, the
complexity is O(NT ). To combat this issue Vitebri search algorithm [27] can be
employed in finding the most likely sequences of the hidden states. This doesn’t
provide just a single word sequences but outputs a possible hypothesis list ordered
by the total score obtained, and n best list.
Post processing
From the previous step Vitebri search provides n best list which is mostly limited to
5 to 10 hypotheses in practice. This list is rescored by using additional information
sources which increases top scoring result’s recognition accuracy. The possible in-
formation source could be a language model of higher order. As they need lot more
resources than a 1-gram or 2-gram models for computation and memory, mostly
combining 2-gram model in decoding and 3-gram model in rescoring is done.
2.4 Text-to-Speech Synthesis
Synthetic voices generation using computers is a topic researchers are investigating
since many years [56]. Text-to-Speech(TTS) synthesis process is a subset of speech
synthesis whose goal is generation of speech from text. There are various models in
TTS systems that can be categorized in to different forms as stated by Taylor [72].
Phoneme form, signal to signal, grapheme or pipelined, and common form models
are few among them[72]. Combination of these models are used in many systems as
they are not mutually exclusive. Sentences in spoken language has a double struc-
ture which is made from words containing phonemes, and words. Phonemes are the
basic blocks that are used to form words which are combined to form sentences.
Similar double structure exists for written text as well, where likewise sentences are
formed from words. Graphemes are used to construct these words, which are more
language dependent than phonemes.
Statistical parametric synthesis, concatenative synthesis, and formant synthesis are
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Figure 2.4: Speech synthesis technologies overview[64]
three main technologies [64] that are mostly used. Figure 2.4 describes about the
overview of various technologies. Set of resonators are excited by formant synthesis
by noise generator signal, required speech spectrum is formed with filters. Where as
statistical parametric models obtain parameters from speech and model them with
statistics. Later the absolute speech is composed from the target speech sequence
parametric representation. In concatenative systems speech is generated by with the
selection of small portions from the recorded speech which is later stitched together
to create new speech.
In many TTS systems modules are organized in a pipeline. Some of those modules
are pre processing, tokenization, parsing, normalization, morphological analysis, lex-
icon, phrasing, duration, frequency generation, selection, and signal processing [72].
Pre processing, estimation of duration, and generation of prosody are the important
stages which will be described below. Functional diagram of traditional TTS system
is illustrated in the Figure 2.5, on a high level the system can be divided into nat-
ural language processing and digital signal processing (DSP) units. The NLP unit
is responsible for creating parameter sequences that are required by the DSP unit.
The parameters are converted into a speech waveform in the signal processing phase.
Pre-processing
Writing the way it happens in the real world is equivocal and noisy, therefore cleaning
is needed. Text consists lot of abnormal words like abbreviations, special characters,
numbers, and symbols made from punctuation characters. Thus in pre processing
phase text is usually tokenized (split into separate words) ad then normalized. In
normalization spelling mistakes are corrected, abbreviations are replaced with full-
forms, digits representing the numbers are written with alphabets.
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Duration
During the speech timing parts of modulation and expression are exhibited differ-
ently. A temporal structure is assigned to the expressions during duration estimation[72].
Usually the timing is composed by the unit duration. From empirical phonetics it is
evident that speech temporal characteristics are complicated. While speaking fast
each part of an utterance diminish with are different rate. For instance, empha-
sising stretches the parts of speech in specific manners. Deterministic rule based
approaches or statistical models [42] are employed for the estimation of duration.
Figure 2.5: Traditional TTS system functional diagram[24]
Prosody
In linguistics, prosody is referred to the speech elements that are characteristics
of syllables and bigger units of speech like stress, rhythm, tone, and intonation of
speech. The spoken language prosody includes fluctuation in length of the syllable,
pitch, accent and distinguishing frequencies of speech[64]. It is important to develop
speech that sounds natural as it is a core component that can characterize between
questions and statements. Yet text cannot provide prosodic knowledge, thus it is
uttered entirely in neutral prosody. There is a limitation to prosodic unit in written
text. Structure can be understood with punctuations, underline, or bold text can
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be used to emphasize. Yet, intuitive prosody is completely missing; as pain, anger,
sarcasm, or mood can’t be shown in a traditional way [72].
2.5 Humanoid Robot Pepper
Pepper is a humanoid robot originally developed by Aldebran Robotics currently
known as SoftBank Robotics. Pepper has the ability to recognize human faces and
emotions. It is designed to have friendly interaction with humans via conversations,
body gestures, movements and an interactive touch screen. Pepper is equipped with
lot of sensors, cameras, microphones and speakers which makes it better at Human
Robot Interaction(HRI). The Conversational AI developed in this thesis will be
inferred using this robot. Some of the technical details of the robot are described
below.
Figure 2.6: Pepper sensors
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Dimensions
Pepper is 4 feet tall and 62 pounds in weight. Most of its weight is dispensed across
its lower region and upper region is more flexible which enables upper body move-
ments that allows wide range of motion. The main dimensions of the robot are
illustrated in the Figure 2.7
(a) Pepper dimensions
(b) Pepper dimensions when hands are extended
Figure 2.7: Physical dimensions of Pepper[9]
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Sensors
Pepper has 6 laser line generators. 3 set of lasers are located at the bottom beneath
knee pitch as shown in the Figure 2.6. All these 3 lasers are combined together as a
single sensor determined as Laser in ROS wrapper. Every individual laser is made
of 15 beams, yet the combined laser adds 16 virtual beams that are defined as zero
in the detection field’s blind spots. Therefore the combined detection field is set to
240◦, of which 180◦ are only real identification zones as shown in the Figure 2.8(a).
The lasers can identify objects within a range of 10m distance and 10cm height.
(a) Pepper laser detection range
(b) Pepper Sonar detection range
Figure 2.8: Sensor detection ranges[11]
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Pepper has two Sonars which are located at front and back sides of the knee pitch.
These Sonars helps Pepper to estimate the distance between the object and itself.
Range of detection of this sensor is within 0.3m to 0.5m as shown in the Figure
2.8(b).
(a) 2D cameras field of view
(b) 3D sensor field of view
Figure 2.9: Pepper’s 2D cameras and 3D sensor[11]
Pepper is equipped with two identical 2D cameras that are located on Pepper’s
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forehead and mouth. The cameras can provide 2560 ∗ 1920 resolution at 1 frames
per second or 640 ∗ 480 at 30 frames per second. 3D sensor is one of the key ad-
vancement in Pepper with respect to its predecessor robot from Softbank robotics.
It is located between eyes of Pepper. Figure 2.9(a) and Figure 2.9(b) shows the field
of view of both 2D cameras and 3D sensor respectively.
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3.1 Neural Networks
Artificial Neural Networks(ANN) are inspired from biological brains which are in-
troduced for mathematical modelling to process information. Even though ANN
are available since many years, they gained popularity in the recent years due to
remarkable advancement in computational power, development of new algorithms,
and availability of huge amount of data. As neural network models are capable
of learning hierarchical representations, they are successful in many fields such as
NLP[25], speech recognition[14], and computer vision[15] and attained great results.
Neurons are the basic components of ANN which are a group of simple processing
units also called as nodes that are connected in a complex communication network.
Neurons in the biological brain are activated by stimuli from side by neurons or from
external process which generates an own activation, and then output is passed to the
inactive neurons. Similarly, real-valued inputs are passed to the artificial neurons,
which are processed by their own activation function and rest of the network receives
these results via weighted connections. Neurons are arranged in layers. Inputs are
given to the neurons in the input layer, which are passed to the hidden layer neu-
rons, which then computes and produces output which is passed to the nodes in the
output layer.
Neural networks differ by the topology, the way the neurons are being utilized and
the manner in which these neurons are associated with each other. Feedback con-
nections is one of the significant characteristic that differentiate the category of
neural networks. Multilayer perceptrons (MLP) or feedforward neural networks are
neural networks where feedback connections are absent[21]. MLPs are good at find-
ing patterns like Convolutional Neural Networks(CNN)[86] which are excellent in
recognising objects in images. Recurrent Neural Networks(RNN) are the type of
neural networks with feedback connections which are mostly used in tasks like se-
quence labelling. Sequence2Sequence(Seq2Seq) neural network models also called as
encoder-decoder model is the standard method for Conversational AI models, video
captioning, neural machine translation and other seq2seq based problems which are
significant preliminaries for this master thesis. Neural networks are trained using
training dataset focusing to determine the parameters which estimate true function
of the dataset which is usually performed by gradient descent. Error backpropaga-
tion is used to obtain objective functions derivatives.
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Figure 3.1: Neural networks architecture
3.1.1 Forward propagation
Multi layer perceptrons are organised in layers as shown in the Figure 3.1. Input
layer of the network receives input x, outputs of the input layer activates the hidden
layer and generates output ŷ. Activation function φ is applied to the previous layer’s
neuron outputs weighted sum to calculate each neuron’s output value. Considering
an MLP with J , I neurons, and L layers. Where J and I neurons belongs to l-th
and (l + 1)-th layers, then
al+1i =
j∑
j=1
wlijb
l
j + w
l
i0 (3.1)
bl+1i = φ(a
l+1
i ) (3.2)
where unit j in layer l to neuron i of layer l + 1 weight is denoted by wlij, bias is
represented by wli0. Layer l’s j-th neuron activation is denoted by b
l
j. If the input
layer is the current layer it has the value of xj.
Activation functions that are mostly used are rectified linear unit(ReLU)
ReLU(x) = max(0, x) (3.3)
logistic sigmoid function
σ(x) =
1
1 + e−x
(3.4)
and hyperbolic tangent
tanh(x) =
e2x − 1
e2x + 1
(3.5)
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Figure 3.2: Rectified linear unit activation function
Figure 3.3: Sigmoid activation function
Figure 3.4: Hyperbolic tangent activation function
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3.1.2 Backpropagation
Stochastic gradient descent(SGD) is used to train neural networks which reduces
the cost function iteratively. Maximum likelihood principle is followed mostly by
cost function(or loss function). The aim is to reduce the cross entropy error between
the true outputs and the predicted outputs. Gradient update equation is
θ ← θ − η∇θLn (3.6)
where learning rate is denoted by η, loss function’s gradient is represented by ∇θLn
in regard to parameters θ which is calculated on dataset’s n-th batch. In the recent
times many forms of SGD are developed which enables better and faster convergence.
These alternatives adapt every parameter’s learning rate individually during training
which include Adam[41], Adagrad[39] and RMSprop[73]. With respect to the MLP
parameters, objective functions’s gradients are calculated by using backpropagation
algorithm[21]. At each layer algorithm uses chain rule iteratively for the parameter’s
partial derivatives. Backpropagation algorithm is explained in the following non-
vectorised way, i.e. scalars derivated are calculated with respect to the scalars.
Initially a forward pass is conducted by calculating each node’s activations bli and
predicting the output ŷ. Next loss L is calculated with the target output y and the
predicted output ŷ.Backpass is started by obtaining the loss function’s derivatives.
δLK =
∂L
∂ŷk
φ
′
k(a
L
k ) (3.7)
In the above equation activation function is represented by φk. How much the l-th
layer’s j-th neuron controls the output error is represented by error term δlj.
δlj =
∂L
∂alj
(3.8)
According to chain rule, δlj can be written as
δlj =
∂L
∂alj
=
I∑
i=1
∂L
∂al+1i
∂al+1i
∂blj
∂blj
∂alj
(3.9)
δlj = φ
′(aij)
I∑
i=1
δl+1i w
l
ij (3.10)
Hence, hidden layers’s neurons error term can be obtained iteratively. From the
forward and backward pass, the values blj and δ
l
j are calculated respectively, so cost
function’s derivatives w.r.t the model weights are calculated:
∂L
∂wlij
=
∂L
∂al+1
∂al+1i
∂wlij
= δl+1i b
l
j (3.11)
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3.2 Recurrent Neural Networks
For lot of tasks sequences and dependencies are considered as important factor
which cannot be captured by ANN introduced in the previous section. For instance
in models that are related to language, the forecasting of next word in a sentence
completely depends on the previous words used in the sequence. Feed forward neural
networks with feedback connections are called as Reccurent neural networks(RNN).
The previous inputs in the hidden states that affect the predictions are summarised
by the RNNs cyclic connections. This property makes RNN good at sequence mod-
elling tasks. Long Short Term Memory(LSTM) is a type of RNN which will be used
in this thesis that is discussed in the following section.
Figure 3.5: Recurrent neural networks architecture
3.2.1 Forward Propagation
Recurrent neural networks architecture is shown in the Figure 3.5 where RNN’s
notion of time can be seen. Let us consider a RNN which has J input neurons, K
output neurons, and I neurons in the hidden layer. Lets consider sequence x as
input to the network which is of length T . Inputs from the hidden layer activation
functions from (t− 1) and current data point Xt are received at the neurons in the
hidden layer at time t, whose activations are results of the below equation:
ht = φ(W
xhxt +W
hhht−1 + b) (3.12)
where hidden layers activation at t are represented by ht. The weight matrices,
activation function, and bias are denoted by W xh, W hh, φ, and b respectively. As
the weight matrices are shared along discrete timestamps, the number of parameters
that learn are reduced. Output can be generated at every timestep which is optional,
it can be real-value or discrete value. In tasks like natural language generation the
outputs are usually discrete values. Hence softmax activation function is applied to
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get the probability distribution across the overall outputs:
ŷt ∼ softmax(W hyht + b) (3.13)
In natural language generation tasks, RNNs are used for converting word vectors
into sentence vectors, where output at each timestamp is not necessary as only the
final hidden state hT can be seen as sentence vector.
3.2.2 Backpropagation Through Time
Backpropagation through time(BPTT)[83] is used to calculate gradients in Recur-
rent neural networks. BPTT is similar to backpropagation in ANN. By assuming
that a forward pass is done which calculates the hidden layers activations and out-
puts at all timesteps, loss is obtained. Error term is defined as:
δti =
∂L
∂ati
(3.14)
Initially during backward pass, the derivatives of the loss are obtained w.r.t the
output neurons.
δtk =
∂L
∂ŷtk
softmax′(atk) (3.15)
The error δt at time t neurons is also propagated through hidden layer at time (t+1)
along with output layer. Hence
δti = φ
′(ati)
(
K∑
k=1
δtkwki +
I∑
i′=1
δt+1i′ wi′i
)
(3.16)
Beginning from case δT+1i = 0, δ
t
i is calculated for t ∈ [1, T ] backwards by iteratively
applying Equation 3.16. Therefore obtaining the derivatives of the cost function
w.r.t the parameters:
∂L
∂wij
=
T∑
t=1
∂L
∂ati
∂ati
∂wij
=
T∑
t=1
δtih
t
j (3.17)
3.2.3 Bidirectional Recurrent Neural Networks
Bidirectional recurrent neural networks(BRNN) access the past and future data to
precisely predict the output, which is one limitation of RNN as the data acquired
at current timestamp is only from the previous timesteps. For instance in tasks like
tagging part of speech in sentences, the tag for a present word relies on previous
word and the future word. In such tasks BRNN[48] are more useful compared to
RNN as they can overcome the limitation. BRNN architecture consists of two in-
dividual recurrent hidden layers which are connected to the same output layer as
shown in the Figure 3.6. Both hidden layers are separate from each other as the first
hidden layer processes the information in the forward direction, whereas the other
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Figure 3.6: Bidirectional recurrent neural networks architecture
hidden layer reads the input sequence in the backward direction. Corresponding
BRNN equations are
h→t = φ(W
xhxt +W
hhht−1 + b
h) (3.18)
h←t = φ(W
xsxt +W
ssht+1 + b
s) (3.19)
ŷt ∼ softmax(W hyh→t +W syh←t + b) (3.20)
Where the forward direction and the backward direction hidden state vectors are
represented by h→t and h
←
t respectively. It is more effective in encoding input se-
quences in seq2seq attention models with BRNNs which will be discussed in the
next chapter, as the model is able to attend the context of the input token. Even
though BRNNs perfom better than regular RNNs in sequence models[25], they can’t
be used in online prediction tasks as inputs from future cannot be acquired.
3.2.4 Long Short Term Memory
Although RNNs are robust and simple models theoretically for sequence modelling
tasks, in reality it is quiet challenging task in training them as they face difficulties
in learning long range dependencies. Vanishing gradients and exploding gradients
are the major reasons for this issue as the errors has to be backpropagated through
many timesteps[88]. Vanishing gradients occur as the gradients drop exponentially
quick in the direction of zero, which makes the model to learn exceptionally slow or
to end. On the contrary, exploding gradients occurs where gradients accelerate in
backpropagation, which causes divergence in learning. The conditions in which the
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exploding gradients and vanishing gradients problems happens is explained in detail
with mathematical derivations by Pascanu[63]. A brief explanation is provided here
by considering a RNN with one recurrent hidden neuron, one input neuron and one
output neuron.
Figure 3.7: Long short term memory cell architecture[30]
The loss L(ŷτ , yτ ) is calculated at timestep τ for input at time one, by assuming
that an input of zero is given between timesteps one and τ . So the hidden state at
τ is given by:
hτ = φ(w
hh(φ(whh...φ(wxhx+ whhh1)))) (3.21)
According to chain rule, whh gradient w.r.t L(ŷτ , yτ ) is calculated as
∂L(ŷτ , yτ )
∂whh
=
τ∑
t=1
∂L(ŷτ , yτ )
∂ŷτ
∂ŷτ
∂hτ
∂hτ
∂ht
∂ht
∂whh
(3.22)
The term ∂hτ
∂ht
can be expanded as:
∂hτ
∂ht
=
τ∏
i=t+1
∂hi
∂hi−1
=
τ∏
i=t+1
whhφ′(whhhi−1) (3.23)
As whh is multiplied by itself (τ − t) times, ∂hτ
∂ht
value will be much smaller when whh
is small e.g. (0 < whh < 1). This causes vanishing gradient problem. Conversely
when whh value is bigger than threshold, exploding gradient occurs.
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Gradient clipping[51] and truncated backpropagation through time(TBTT)[82] tech-
niques can be used in order to combat the exploding gradient issue in recurrent
neural networks. However, vanishing gradient problem is more difficult to address.
Solutions including leaky units application[32] and addition of skip connections[78]
along time are proposed. Long Short Term Memory(LSTM)[33] is one of them
which is vastly used and powerful architecture. Replacement of memory cell to all
the nodes in the RNN hidden layer is the main idea of LSTM, which contains neu-
ron which has weight of one that is fixed with a recurrent connection to itself that
ensures a smooth flow of gradients along time. Gating units are present in these
cells which controls resetting, writing and reading.
Architecture of LSTM memory cell is shown in the Figure 3.7. Input layer’s ac-
tivation at present timestep xt, and hidden layer’s activation at previous timestep
ht−1 are the inputs to the LSTM memory cell. Input neuron computes its activation
by processing the input (xt, ht−1) like a regular recurrent neural network. Gates pro-
tect the memory cell’s cell state(ct) updates. Input (xt, ht−1) is also passed to the
gate which yields an output in range of zero and one. Gates control the information
flow between the neurons, when gate value is one information is forwarded further
and when gate values is zero it is stopped. forget gate, input gate, and output gate
are the three gates that are present in the memory cell. To what extent the cell state
can be altered by the signal is controlled by input gate, cell state ouput is decided by
the output gate, and what information is to be kept is determined by the forget gate.
LSTM can be determined by the following equations:
gt = φ(W
gxxt +W
ghht−1 + b
g) (3.24)
it = σ(W
ixxt +W
ihht−1 + b
i) (3.25)
ft = σ(W
fxxt +W
fhht−1 + b
f ) (3.26)
ot = σ(W
oxxt +W
ohht−1 + b
o) (3.27)
ct = gt  it + ct−1  ft (3.28)
ht = φ(ct) ot (3.29)
where forget gate, input gate and output gate are denoted by f , i, and o respec-
tively and element wise operation is denoted by . Weight matrices and bias are
represented by W and b respectively.
3.3 Recurrent Language Model
A language model can be defined as distribution of probabilities over word sequences:
p(y), which is an important element in tasks such as text generation which include
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machine translation, speech recognition, checking if the output is fluent enough or
not. Joint probability p(y) is calculated by decomposing it into every preceeding
word’s probability conditioned on the successive words:
p(y) =
J∏
j=1
p(yj|yj−11 ) (3.30)
According to the assumption of Markovian the next word prediction is depen-
dent only on past n − 1 words, therefore conventionally p(yj|yj−11 ) estimated as
p(yj|yj−1j−n+1). The context window size (n − 1) is fixed around two to five. Long
term dependencies can not be modeled by n-gram models even though they are
uncomplicated and generalization cannot be achieved on the n-grams which are not
seen. Both these problems are addressed by Recurrent neural network language
model(RNNLM)[75]. An embedding matrix is used in RNNLM, which represents
every word in the vocabulary list as a dense vector which learned during the training
along with other model parameters. For every word yj, the represented feature vec-
tor Yj is obtained by checking the embedding matrix beginning from the < SOS >
symbol, which is next passed to the RNN(mostly LSTM) input layer at timestamp
j. A softmax activation function at the RNN output layer is maintained as the
ouputs are discrete symbols of sequences. Output produced at time step j − 1 is
served as input at the time step j as shown in the Figure 3.8
Figure 3.8: Recurrent language model architecture
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3.4 University Research
Current research work on going in the department of Computer Engineering at TU
Chemnitz is described in this section. The focus of research is on multiple areas.
However the major focus is on Unmanned aerial vehicles (UAV), Advanced driver
assistance systems (ADAS), and image processing. Some of the projects are image
processing algorithms for the detection of high voltage power lines [91], traffic light
sign recognition with monocular camera [93], and detection of fault insulators based
on image processing [95]
The project ”Speech based Interfaces for robot communication” focuses on opti-
mization of the learning effect on the robots that are used in museums as guide
by having an interactive communication between the visitors and robot [94]. The
robots are optimized to direct the guests through the museum, but they do not
communicate with the visitors to maximize the learning effect during the process.
A sophisticated case of interdisciplinary research was accomplished in the project
”Effects of system response delays on elderly humans cognitive performance in a
virtual training scenario”. This work displayed a novel analysis of resulting impacts
beyond annoyance and recognized system quality on cognitive performance level
[97]. Contradicting the aim of increasing system reaction speed, the results recom-
mend that systems with longer response times can have performance advantages on
elderly user groups.
Along with the adverse effects on the system-related user experience, lags in the
response of systems can also result in a cognitive performance loss. The work con-
ducted on ”Effect of system-induced delays on human memory performance in a
virtual agent-based training setting” examined alike effects using memory training
(dialog based) with virtual agent [98]. Based on the obtained results, attainable
optimizations and origins for additional research were explained.
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The main objective of this thesis to develop Conversational AI software for the
humanoid robots. Requirements for hardware, software environment, and software
integration are analyzed in the previous chapter. In the previous chapters, available
approaches were discussed. In this chapter, the chosen method to implement the
program is explained. Within the same chapter the architecture of the algorithm is
explained in detail.
During interaction with humans, Pepper recognizes voices by means of microphones
and transcribes the result into text. That process is effective thanks to Microsoft
Bing Speech. Pepper runs it in a background service which connects with Microsoft
via websocket and listens for human inputs. The voice audio stream is recorded and
pushed up through websocket and analyzed by the remote system. The response is
a JSON object with confidence and transcription, which is the input to proposed
Conversational AI model. The sort of this input is done through a RESTful client,
which is hosted on Pepper.
Figure 4.1: Human interaction with the Pepper
On the other hand, the synthesis of voice in output from the AI Decision Engine is
effective thanks to the ALTextToSpeech1 module. It is an Aldebaran software tool
1http://doc.aldebaran.com/2-5/naoqi/audio/altexttospeech.html
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installed by default in Pepper, which allows the robot to speak. It sends commands
to a text-to-speech engine, and authorizes also voice customization. The result of
the synthesis is sent to the robots loudspeakers. The proposed system is therefore
defined by Conv AI model. In terms of black box, the model receives an utterance
(called question) in input and provides another utterance (called answer) in output.
4.1 Design of concept
The concept of this approach is to train the model for three phases. First two phases
are made up of supervised learning which later consists of active learning. Figure
4.2 shows how the three phases interact with each other.
Figure 4.2: Design of concept
In phase-1 the model is trained on a large dataset which contains lot of conversa-
tional exchange pairs(around 200k or more). During training every message-answer
pair is considered as input and output sequence, which increases the chance to gen-
erate the output sequence when its input sequence is provided. Language semantics
and syntax are learned by the model in this phase as the dataset contains large
amount of conversations.
Even though the conversational AI models learns the semantics from the phase-
1, it faces difficulties with conversations that are short and are different from the
dataset(movie conversations) that are used in the previous step. To overcome this
issue a small dataset has to be prepared that contains daily conversations. Then the
model architecture is initialized with the weights obtained from the phase-1, and
trained with the new dataset(around 15k exchanges). With this additional training
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on the small dataset, a improved model for open domain conversation is obtained.
After conducting the two supervised learning phases, the conversational agent is
able to have basic conversations but could be still boring and short. To combat
this problem, in this phase online active learning is performed on the model that
is obtained from phase-2 where the model converses with real human and improves
itself based on the feedback provided by the user after every reply generated by the
conversational agent. Online active learning is used in this phase in the form of
reinforcement learning where the requirement for the hand made reward policy is
avoided.
In order to provide web capabilities to the Conversational Agent, it was wrapped
into a Python web application developed with Flask, which builds a RESTful inter-
face. The application is therefore virtualized into a Docker container which exposes
the server over a TCP port.
4.2 Datasets
In order to train a Conversational agent the dataset should contain sentences which
are questions and answers, that are in a conversational flow. Model has to be
trained on two datasets during phase-1 and phase-2 training, one organized for
short conversations and other for general open dialogue conversation. Cornell Movie
Dialogs Corpus[20] is selected to train the model on phase-1 and dataset prepared
from Jabberwacky chatlogs[4] by web crawling is used to train the model in phase-2.
Cornell movie dialogs corpus
This dialog corpus was created by crawling various sites that contained movie scripts.
Metadata for discussion examination and copy content recognition included for the
most part programmed coordinating of film scripts with the IMDB; that resulted
in 617 one of a kind titles labeled with cast records, release year and genre. Then
220,579 conversations were extracted between 10,292 character pairs that took part
in minimum 5 conversational exchange. The dataset contains 304,713 utterances in
total.
Jabberwacky chatlogs dataset
Jabberwacky is conversational agent developed by Rollo Carpenter. It was created
to interact with human users with funny and interesting conversations. It won
Loebner prize in 2005 and 2006. Chatlogs of Jabberwacky interacting with humans
are hosted on official website, during implementation these chatlogs[4] has to be
extracted by web crawling and a dataset has to be prepared and used in phase-2
training. As this dataset contains real and daily conversations, the conversational
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AI model can carry out short text conversations and perform better in open domain
conversations.
4.3 Model architecture
Sequence to Sequence conversational models are inspired by statistical machine
translation(SMT) and neural machine translation(NMT). SMT generates transla-
tions based on the bilingual text corpus analysis. SMT predicts translation Ti based
on the previous input text Ti-1 which is a foreign sentence. The same approach can
be used to predict a response Ti based on the previous dialogue turn Ti-1 meaning
one can use conversational dataset to build a response generation system. This idea
was proposed while developing fully data-driven conversational AI[13] which used a
dialouge dataset extracted from twitter using pharse based translation approach[59].
In 2003 Yoshua Bengio led team of researchers who developed a language model
based on neural networks[87], which improved data sparsity problem of SMT mod-
els. In 2013 a new end-to-end encoder-decoder structure machine translation[54]
was developed which encodes the input text into a continuous vector and decodes
the state vector into the target language. In 2014 Sequence to Sequence learning
method was developed using recurrent neural networks for both encoder and de-
coder and LSTM was introduced for NMT[35]. The vanishing gradients problem
is controlled and the model improved in capturing long distance dependencies in
sentence. But the main challenge to this approach was fixed length vector which
leads to increasing complexity while decoding when the input sentence is long. This
issue is addressed by using Attention mechanism in this thesis.
4.3.1 Sequence to Sequence model
The Sequence to sequence(seq2seq) model is a powerful model to process pair se-
quences which was established to perform machine translation task[40][34][43]. The
seq2seq model goal is to demonstrate the conditional probability:
p(y|x) =
J∏
j=1
p(yj|yj−11 , x) (4.1)
which means when an input sequence x is given, the probability of output sequence
y generation. The seq2seq model is comprised of both encoder and decoder. The
input sequences are read by the encoder each in turn and fixed size vector is obtained
which is usually large. Based on this large vector output sequence is generated by
the decoder. Different types of neural networks are used to design encoder and
decoder depending upon the task, for example in generating captions for images
convolutional neural networks are used in order to encode the images. Recurrent
neural networks are employed as encoder when the input data sequences are text.
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However the choice of decoder is not as flexible as encoder as RNN is more reason-
able in generation of sequences.
Every word’s reference is obtained from the embedding matrix alike RNNLM. These
word embeddings(vectors) are given as input to the RNN. Vocabularies are preserved
for both input source and output words. The input sequence is passed to the encoder
which doesnot generate an output. After reaching the end of the input sentence,
a special token intimate the start of output sequence which is fed to the decoder.
RNN encoder’s last hidden state is passed as the hidden state to the RNN decoder
by avoiding output at every timestamp. The RNN can be seen as RNNLM apart
from being accustomed to the input sentence. While training the model the en-
coder and decoder takes the input sentences and target sequences and from the
decoder’s output calculated loss is backpropagated along the sequence to sequence
model. Model training is conducted by the sentence pairs negative log likelihood
minimization from the training dataset.
L = −
∑
(x,y)εS
logp(y|x) (4.2)
Figure 4.3: Sequence to sequence model architecture
During the inference, the estimated high likely target sequence is produced with
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beam search algorithm or by using a simple greedy decoding algorithm. In greedy
decoding algorithm the previous timestamp output is passed to the next timestamp
as input, this process is continued till < EOS > token is generated and decoding is
completed. Beam search is an approximate search strategy which is a sensible choice
of test time decoding algorithm for the neural sequence models as it avoids errors
during search made by greedy methods. Greedy search strategy considers only one
hypothesis whereas beam search considers K best hypotheses for each sequence gen-
eration where K is considered as the beam width. For each of the K hypothetical
sequences in the decoding step, decoder generates S candidates resulting in K * S
candidates[65]. Then the K best hypotheses according to the conditional probability
are chosen and are produced at decoder output.
4.3.2 Attention
In the sequence to sequence models whole input sequence is compressed into a vector
of fixed size by the encoder, and based on this encoded vector generation of output
sequences is performed by the decoder. This approach is not effective when per-
formed on long sequences as the fixed vector cannot encapsulate all the important
details from the input source which results in output generation which is of low
quality. In neural machine translation Kyunghyun stated that the performance of
the seq2seq models deteriorated as the input sequence length increased[44].
Bahdanau[25] addressed the above mentioned issue by incorporating attention mech-
anism in the seq2seq framework. During output token generation, the model focuses
on the position of every input and determine the part which is most appropriate
for the present prediction. Based on the context vector that are related with the
appropriate input part and the past predicted outputs the model then generates
the output. The seq2seq models with attention mechanism performed lot better
than the standard seq2seq models on lengthy sequences[25] as the input sentence is
saved as a dynamic matrix which decoder utilizes selectively instead of compressing
information into a vector of fixed size.
Figure 4.4 shows the architecture of seq2seq with attention model. Bi-directional
recurrent neural network is used as the encoder to get the both forward and back-
ward sequences of the hidden states (h→1 , h
→
2 , ..., h
→
I ) and (h
←
1 , h
←
2 , ..., h
←
I ) by pass-
ing input sentences to forward and backward recurrent neural networks respectively.
Then vectors of the hidden states are concatenated from both the directions at every
timestamp in order to establish annotation vectors sequence h1, ..., hI :
hi = [h
←
i ;h
→
i ] (4.3)
Information around the i-th input is encoded in to the annotation vector. Unidirec-
tional RNN is used as the decoder along with the attention which can estimate the
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Figure 4.4: Sequence to sequence with attention model architecture
amount of contribution provided by the annotation vector in predicting the output
at every timestamp. The i-th annotation vector’s attention score αijε[0, 1] at j-th
output is computed by giving every vector hi and the past decoder sj−1 hidden state
to the neural network with softmax activation function:
eij = MLP (sj − 1, hi) (4.4)
αij =
exp(eij)∑I
i′=1 exp(ei′j)
(4.5)
Context vector cj at j-th output token is derived by using these scores:
cj =
I∑
i=1
αijhi (4.6)
The context vector is helpful in generating the output token and in the computation
of the decoder’s subsequent hidden state:
sj = RNN(sj−1, Yj−1, cj) (4.7)
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tanh(W c[sj; cj] + b
c) (4.8)
p(yj|yj−11 ) ∼ softmax(W suj + bs) (4.9)
Word representation related to the (j − 1)-th ouput token is represented by Yj−1.
The weight matrices and the biases that are to be learned while training are denoted
by W c,W s, bc and bs respectively.
4.3.3 Beam Search
In text generation tasks like conversational AI, machine translation etc., a single
output is required which the model approximated as the best. Greedy search is the
simplest method to do such tasks, where pt is calculated at each timestamp, then
words which obtains the highest probability are selected and used as the sequence’s
next word. There is no guarantee that greedy search can find the output sentences
with highest probability as shown in the Figure 4.5
This issue can be solved by using beam search. Beam search is same as greedy
Figure 4.5: Greedy search
search except that at each timestamp it considers b best hypotheses instead of one
best hypothesis, where width of the beam is denoted by b. Figure 4.6 illustrates beam
search with a beam width of 2 (b = 2), each word’s log probability P (et|F, et−11 ) are
shown next to them and whole hypothesis log probabilities are shown on the top
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Figure 4.6: Beam search
of the nodes. At first hypotheses for e1 are expanded till all the words in the vo-
cabulary, next only top two words(b, and a) are kept and everything else is deleted
(< /s >). In the next step e2 hypotheses are expanded correspondent to the ex-
tension of the previous hypotheses every words from the vocabulary by generating
b ∗ |V | hypotheses which are active. From all these hypotheses only only b are kept
and remaining hypotheses are cut down. This process of pruning is conducted till
only top b hypotheses are active till the sequence ends.
In natural language generation models the thing that has to be considered is that
shorter sequences are preferred more where P (E|F ) = ∏|E|t P (et|F, et−11 ) as each
time other word is added, multiplication is performed in another probability for the
whole sequence. The search procedure can become better with short sequences by
increasing the beam size[55].
4.4 Word embeddings
For word embedding continuous space language model is a better way to represent
words by learning high-quality distributed vector representations and capture their
syntactic and semantic relationships. For example the words are categorized based
on their specific features as shown in the Table 4.1. In this table it can be observed
that man and woman are genders with values 1 and 1. Similarly, for king and queen
can have a relationship based on gender and also on royalty. The fruits apple and
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orange are related to each other in terms of food.
Features Man Woman King Queen Apple Orange
Gender -1 1 -0.97 0.95 0.00 0.01
Food 0.01 0.03 0.07 0.05 0.95 0.97
Royal 0.01 0.02 0.93 0.95 -0.01 0.00
Size . . . . . .
. . . . . . .
. . . . . . .
Verb . . . . . .
Table 4.1: Word embeddings example
Such a high dimensional real valued vectors is a representation based on neural net-
work language model[50]. Using the learned lookup tables the words are converted
into real valued vectors. These vectors are fed as inputs to the neural networks.
As compared to the n-gram language models which works in terms of discrete units
without a coherent relationship with one another, this model provides a distributed
representation and achieves high level of generalization. For this representation im-
provements are carried over to occurrences of similar words and sequences, when the
models parameters are modified in response to a particular word sequence or a word.
There are a total of 300 features by which the words can be represented[49]. As
shown in Figure 4.7 it can be seen that in group I man, woman, king and queen are
grouped together as they represent human beings. Then group II represents animals
and group III fruits. Groups I and II can be clubbed together in order to represent
all living beings. Thus making it easy to find similar category if a model has to find
a word based on a closest vector in a particular group. The relation between these
words can be built using cosine similarity between the vectors of their relationship.
For example if vector for word i is denoted as xi and focus on male/female rela-
tion then it is observed that xman − xwoman ≈ xking − xqueen. Using this continuous
representation allows the model to achieve almost 40% correctness for the syntactic
performance
4.4.1 Embedding Matrix
Embedding matrix is a representation of words with their respective indexes. A
prior preprocessing has to be performed on the captions before converting them
into indexes. A list of words is generated from the list of captions, and if the word
occurs more than once it is limited to one word. After the preprocessing step the
words are converted to indexes so that it can be easily stored as a matrix of numbers
instead of strings. For example a particular word apple can be represented by an
index 6. In the algorithm used the captions are stored between < SOS > and
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Figure 4.7: Representation of word embeddings
< EOS > tokens. The words in these captions are replaced by their respective
indexes. Thus for the embedding matrix it is of size VOCAB SIZE ∗ EMBED SIZE int
the code implemented. Where VOCAB SIZE is the vocabulary size and EMBED SIZE
is the vector representation of each of these words at their respective index. As
shown in Figure 4.8 it can be seen that the words are represented by their respective
vectors in the embedding matrix. This matrix is then used as a lookup table to
decode the word generated from the model.
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Figure 4.8: Embedding matrix example
4.5 Transfer Learning
Most of the machine learning tasks are confined to particular domain, these ma-
chine learning models do not produce good results in sub domains as the models
couldn’t generalize new circumstances. To overcome such situations transfer learn-
ing is introduced where the knowledge can be transferred from a source domain
to the target domain. Transfer learning is used to solve the situations where the
training data is not sufficient. It creates positive impact in the domains that lacks
enough training data[70]. Figure 4.9 shows the process involved in transfer learning.
Transfer learning in NLP can be arranged in three dimensions: if source and target
are dealing with a similar task, characteristics of both the domains, in which se-
quence the tasks are trained. A taxonomy of different categories can be seen in the
Figure 4.10. For instance while performing transfer learning in a semantically same
task for sentiment analysis, source domain would be containing a large dataset for
performing the task and target domain would be a small dataset for the classification
of sentiment. As the model learns the language pattern from the source dataset, it
can perform better on the target dataset even though it is small.
Instance based transfer learning method [70] is used in this thesis. It is a strat-
egy in which weight is adjusted by selecting source domain instances as appendix
to the target domain’s dataset by allocating proper weight values to the instances
that are selected. This method is based on the idea that even though they belong
to different domains, source domain’s fractional instances can be used by the target
domain with the weights from the source domain.
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Figure 4.9: Transfer learning process[70]
Figure 4.10: Taxonomy of variants[70]
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4.6 Active Learning
Active learning is methodology in machine learning whose core idea is to attain
higher accuracy with lesser training labels. Huge quantity of labelled data is re-
quired in supervised learning that has to be annotated by human expert, which is
both time taking and costly procedure. By using active learning annotation work
can be decreased, an interactive procedure is setup where data is chosen by the
model for annotation[66]. Labeling issue is handled in active learning by querying
unlabeled observations and asking human annotators for labels. By using these
small amount of labels model tries to attain higher accuracy hence reducing the dif-
ficulties in getting labeled data. There are many cases where active learning models
ask questions, and also many other query strategies exists where the model decides
which observations have more information.
(a) 400 observations dataset (b) Logistic regression model
(c) Active learning based model
Figure 4.11: Active learning example[66]
Figure 4.11 shows capability of active learning with an example where a dataset
is considered which has 400 samples. Visualization of the data on a 2 dimensional
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space is shown in the Figure 4.11(a). 30 samples are randomly selected from the
dataset and are trained with a logistic regression model which obtained an accuracy
of 70% as the selected samples are distant from zero on the x-axis, which is shown
in the Figure 4.11(b) where the classifier’s hyperplane is represented by a blue line.
Next logistic regression model is trained with active learning concept in which 30
samples were queried by the model with uncertainty sampling method that concen-
trates on samples that are close to the decision line and doesn’t consider samples
that are redundant, which performed better than the previous model by achieving
90% accuracy[66] which is shown in the Figure 4.11(c).
Figure 4.12: Active learning process
In this thesis active learning is used in phase-3 training to improve the conver-
sational AI model’s performance. After transfer learning(phase-2) training, model
achieves conversational abilities that are needed for open domain conversations but
active learning is used to generate more interesting answers. During active learning
process model continuously communicates with a human trainer and learns from the
feedback from every interaction. The active learning process is set up as shown in
the Figure 4.12 where human trainer sends a question qi to the model at timestamp
i, the model then generates b(b = 20) answers ai,1, ai,2, ..., ai,b using beam search
decoding. The human trainer then gives a feedback to the model by choosing the
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best one answer from the b answers or by recommending (b + 1)th answer which
is represented as a∗i,j. The question and answer pair (qi, a
∗
i,j) are backpropagated
along the network. The trainer replies to a∗i,j with a sentence qi+1 and this process
continues.
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5.1 Hardware implementation for Model Training
The use of Graphics Processing Unit(GPU) came into existence in Deep learning
after the paper published by Raina[61]. The paper showed that training of neural
networks in parallel graphics processor outperformed the traditional training meth-
ods on multi core Central Processing Unit(CPU). Training of neural networks were
70 times faster on GPU compared to CPUs. GPUs are so fast because they are effi-
cient for matrix operations and convolution, this is due to High bandwidth memory
and parallelism. GPUs are bandwidth optimized while CPUs are latency optimized.
So GPU is a good choice while fetching large amounts of memory. GPUs are more
advantageous over CPUs, when more memory is required for the computational op-
erations. Thread parallelism effectively hides the latency problem of the GPUs.
Comparison of performances of different GPUs on various deep learning architecture
is shown in the Figure 5.1. After conducting benchmarking tests on Nvidia Tesla
K80, Ge Force GTX 1080 Ti and Nvidia Tesla V100 a conclusion was made to use
Ge Force GTX 1080Ti for training the models based on the comparison between
the performance and the price for the hardware. Ge Force GTX 1080 Ti has 3584
Nvidia CUDA cores with 1580MHz boost clock and 11Gbps memory speed, which
is very good for training LSTMs. Therefore the training machine is built with Ge
Force GTX 1080 Ti GPU.
5.2 CUDA
Nvidia developed CUDA[1] for general computing on the graphics processing units(GPU)
which is a programming model for parallel computation. It empower programmers
to increase the speed of the highly computational apps by utilizing the GPUs par-
allel computational power. Ian Buck and group of researchers in 2003 extended C
programming by parallel data constructs known as Brook which later launched as
CUDA in 2006 in collabaration with Nvidia. Association of Nvidia graphics cards
and CUDA governed lot of areas like deep learning which can be considered as basis
for some powerful computing machines. In 2009 OpenCL was started as a compe-
tition for CUDA by Apple which could not perform as good as CUDA on Nvidia’s
graphics cards and it is not supported by many deep learning frameworks.
Computational speed is an essential requirement for Deep learning. For instance
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Figure 5.1: performance comparison of GPUs[22]
in 2016 Google Brain team spent hundreds of Tensorflow training runs for a week
on GPUs in order to train their Google Translate[3] application. 2000 server grade
GPUs were purchased to conduct this task which would take months to train with-
out using GPUs. Along with Tensorflow many deep learning frameworks like Keras,
CNTK, PyTorch, Theano, Databricks depend on CUDA for in order to support
GPU.
5.2.1 CUDA ToolKit
CUDA toolkit is provided by Nvidia which is a development environment for the
creation of high performance GPU accelerated applications. The toolkit has opti-
mization and debugging tools, gpu accelerated libraries and a C/C++ compiler for
the deployment of the application. CUDA libraries authorize acceleration across
many domains such as Deep learning, linear algebra, and video processing. The
CUDA Toolkit targets a class of applications whose control part runs as a process
on a general purpose computing device, and which use one or more NVIDIA GPUs as
coprocessors for accelerating single program, multiple data parallel jobs1. The jobs
can be executed and completed by GPU threads entirely without involvement by
the host process which are self contained, thereby gaining optimal benefit from the
parallel graphics hardware. The GPU code is implemented as a function collection.
1https://docs.nvidia.com/cuda/cuda-compiler-driver-nvcc/index.html
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5.2.2 NVIDIA cuDNN
The NVIDIA CUDA Deep Neural Network library (cuDNN) is GPU accelerated
library for Deep learning which is built using CUDA. Highly tuned implementations
are provided by cuDNN for standard routines in deep learning such as normaliza-
tion, convolution, pooling. For high performance GPU acceleration deep learning
researchers and application developers rely on cuDNN. It helps the researchers to
focus on deep learning training and software application development rather than
concentrating on low level GPU performance tuning. Most of the frameworks use
cuDNN for computing neural networks. When CUDA and cuDNN library updates
its versions all the frameworks that are updated with the new version see improve-
ment in the performance. RNN training increased by 3 times on cuDNN version 6
to cuDNN 7.6[7]
Figure 5.2: performance comparison of cuDNN versions on GPUs[7]
5.2.3 NVIDIA cuBLAS
Tensor computations are supported by linear algebra and consequently deep learn-
ing. Most of the scientists, researchers and engineers used BLAS(Basic Linear Al-
gebra Subprograms) which is an assortment of matrix algorithms which is written
in Fortran. NVIDIA cuBLAS is a GPU accelerated implementation of BLAS, and
a library to perform matrix arithmetics on GPUs with highest performance.
5.3 Python
Python is high level objective oriented programming language, which is interpreted
language because the interpreted bytecode is the compiled source code. Compilation
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of python code is performed by CPython prior to interpretation. Dynamic binding
and dynamic typing are supported by python. It’s integrated dynamic semantics
make it appealing for quick application development. It is widely used by software
engineers, scientist, data analyts, mathematicians, accountants, students etc., as it
is general purpose programming language. It is used in many areas like Machine
learning, desktop applications, web development, games etc.
5.3.1 Python implementations
Python programming language has various implementations and interpreters. Hence,
Python code can be executed in a wide range of different environments, which helps
in reducing the development costs.
CPython
CPython is the Python language specification interpreter written in the C program-
ming language. It is the most frequently used programming language implementa-
tion and is referred as the de facto reference implementation.
Jython
Jython is a Java implementation of the Python programming language, enabling
Python code to be executed on Java platforms. Moreover, all Java libraries can be
imported and dynamically used.
IronPython
IronPython is a Python implementation compliant with the Common Language In-
frastructure (CLI), a standard for language-neutral and platform-neutral application
development and execution. IronPython is written in C and allows Python code to
be executed in CLI-compatible runtime environments like .NET and Mono.
PyPy
PyPy is a Python implementation in RPython, a subset of the Python specification
which is ported by translators into the relevant target language (C, Java, C). A JIT
compiler can be added at runtime to translate the frequently used code.
Stackless Python
In Stackless Python, the context of the interpreter is completely segregated from
the CPU stack, enabling the use of asynchronously running ”tasklets,” which are
more efficient than Operating System (OS) threads.
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Python on Mobiles
Python has been ported to a numerous mobile phone platforms such as the iPhone,
Android, Windows Mobile, Nokia S60 and others, so the same spirit of programming
can be enjoyed along the move.
5.4 Machine learning libraries
Python has a huge choice of libraries which makes it the most accepted programming
language in the field of A.I. A library is pre written code to perform some actions
in modules which are published by some sources like PyPi. These libraries help
developers to concentrate on more important things instead of reinventing something
that already exists. CUDA, cuDNN, and algorithms implementations in C/C++ can
be wrapped excellently with Python which makes machine learning libraries to run
smoothly. In machine learning lot of preprocessing steps like extraction, cleaning,
feature engineering, visualization, manipulation of data etc., can be performed using
these libraries. Calculus, statistics, linear algebra concepts are complex, with python
and its libraries quick implementations can be done. Some of the libraries are
discussed below.
5.4.1 Numpy
Numpy is a basic library for scientific calculation with python. This package sup-
ports multidimensional arrays, matrices and masked arrays2. Ndarray object of
Numpy library is the key of the package which summarizes ndarrays by performing
many operations on code that is compiled to increase the performance. It contains
sophisticated (broadcasting) functions, tools for integrating C/C++ and Fortran
code, fourier transform, useful linear algebra, and random number capabilities.
5.4.2 Scipy
Scipy is open source library which is used in technical computations, mathematics,
engineering and scientific computations. It is built on top of Numpy and has various
subpackages that help in solving common problems related to scientific calculations.
Numpy doesnot contain full linear algebra features like Scipy.
5.4.3 Pandas
Pandas is a python library which provides flexible data structures that are developed
to intuitively work with time series, multi dimensional and tabular data[8]. It is used
for efficient data analysis and data manipulation tasks with desegregated indexing.
It can read and write data in different formats CSV, TSV, SQL databases, MS Excel,
2https://docs.scipy.org/doc/numpy/user/whatisnumpy.html
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text files and HDFS. Data filtering can be performed conveniently with the methods
available in the library. It supports various tasks like missing data handling, data
alignment, reshaping datasets, label based slicing, large datasets subsetting, and
merging datasets with high performance optimization.
5.4.4 Scikit-Learn
Scikit-Learn is a open source machine learning Python library that aims for efficient
and well maintained state of the art implementations of machine learning algorithms
that are available to non-machine learning specialists in different areas. This package
contains preprocessing mechanisms, traditional machine learning algorithms, model
selection and evaluation tools[17]. It is built upon Numpy snd Scipy.
Scikit-Learn was started in 2007 by David Cournapeau as a Google Summer of
Code project. Later that year, Matthieu Brucher started work on this project as
part of his thesis and currently maintained by a team of volunteers. Estimators,
Predictors, and Transformers are the three interfaces that are shared by all the
Scikit-Learn objects[17]. The estimator is the centre of the package which defines
object’s instantiation and fit method is exposed from the training data in order to
learn the model. All regression, classification, dimentionality reduction, and clus-
tering algorithms are provided as estimator objects along with feature selection and
feature exration. estimator interface is extended by the addition of predict method
as Predictor interface. predict takes test dataset as the input and then generates
the prediction based on the estimator’s parameters that are learned. This method
returns the values or the labels of the model’s predictions in supervised learning.
Predictor interface can also be implemented by some unsupervised learning algo-
rithms; for example in k-means clustering model cluster labels are returned by the
predict method.
5.5 Tensorflow
Tensorflow is an open source library developed by Google Brain Team for the numeri-
cal computations using dataflow graphs and large scale machine learning. Tensorflow
is used for developing deep learning models. It consists of tools from building to de-
ployment. It allows developers to create dataflow graphs a structure that describes
how data passes through the graph.The mathematical operations in the graph are
represented by nodes and the connections between the nodes is a tensor or a multi-
dimensional array. High performance C++ binaries are used to write the libraries
if transformations which are available through Tensorflow. Computation on various
platforms is provided due to its flexible architecture such as, GPUs, CPUs, servers,
TPUs, ASICs, desktop computers and mobiles.
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Figure 5.3: Tensorflow architecture[2]
Tensorboard
Tensorflow provides a visualization tool called Tensorboard which helps in debugging
and understanding the tensorflow models. It helps in viewing models graphs, weights
and biases histogram visualization, projection of embeddings from higher dimensions
by using dimentionality reduction techniques, loss and accuracy tracking etc[12].
5.6 NAOqi Framework
The principal framework which runs on the SoftBank Robotics robots is called
NAOqi which is used in this thesis. This software is used to control and program the
robot. Lot of applications can be developed for Pepper robot using this framework.
Both Python and C++ languages are supported by this framework[6]. Regular
robotics needs like synchronisation, resources, events and parallelism are handled
by it. Communication between the modules like audio, video, and motion is allowed
and information sharing is supported. It supports multiple operating systems like
Mac, Windows and Linux.
Broker is the NAOqi executable that runs on the robot, on its start autoload.ini
file is loaded which is a preference file which contains libraries list that are to be
loaded. Many modules are present in every library whose methods are advertised
by using broker[6]. Lookup assistance is provided by the broker in order to find the
method advertised in the network by the module easily in the tree.
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Figure 5.4: NAOqi process[6]
A tree of broker, modules, and methods is created when modules are loaded. Mod-
ule is nothing but a class in the library. Module class is instatiated as soon as the
library is loaded. Lot of methods exists in every module, some of them can be called
from outside.
5.6.1 NAOqi Audio
NAOqi audio module provides methods that concentrate on many Pepper reactions
that can be displayed whenever the robot detects sound input from the micro-
phone. This module is also used to perform certain actions with the speakers.
ALSpeechRecognition module is used for recognizing the words from the vocab-
ulary in various languages. Whenever a word is recognized a confidence value is
also estimated. ALTextToSpeech module give Pepper the ability to speak in several
languages. Commands are sent to text to speech engine and voice customizations
are also authorized. The speech synthesis results are then forwarded to the Pepper’s
speakers.
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Figure 5.5: NAOqi lookup tree[6]
5.7 Pycharm
Pycharm is an Integrated Development Environment(IDE) developed by jetbrains
for Python. It is compatible with many operating systems such as MacOS, Linux
and Windows by supporting both 2.x and 3.x Python versions. Pycharm provides
lot of features and tools that helps developers in writing different Python applica-
tions effectively. According to programmers requirements its User Interface(UI) can
be customized. Developers can find files, classes, functions, declaration references
easily using smart code navigation provided by the IDE. Refactoring of the code can
be performed easily both globally and locally. Wide range of scientific packages are
supported for Python. Pycharm allows live debugging using the inline debuger that
can provide simultaneous debugging of many python processes. It allows various
Version Control(VC) systems like mercurial, git, perforce and can perform compli-
cated tasks like addition, and deletion of files spontaneously.
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5.8 Data Preprocessing
Cornell movie dialog corpus is splitted into two files. One file consists of Line ID,
User ID, Movie ID, Character name, and Dialog which are separated by ”+++$+++”,
each row is considered as one dialog. Second file consists of User ID1, User ID2,
Movie ID, and Lines IDs which are basically key identifiers to refer to the dialogs in
the conversation which are contained in the first file.
Figure 5.6: Movie lines in cornell corpus
Figure 5.7: Movie conversations in cornell corpus
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During preprocessing metadata(User ID, Movie ID, Character name) is removed
from the dataset, and a python dictionary is created which maps line id to the dialog
text.
Figure 5.8: Mapping cornell dataset files
Next data cleaning is performed by converting the text into lower case, eliminating
special characters that are not supported, removing extra white spaces, and normal-
izing permutations of usual words. Words in the sentences that are more than the
maximum word length defined in hyper-parameters are pruned.
Questions with history for the conversation are stored in a list with their corre-
sponding answer in another list with same index. For example if a conversation
consists of 4 exchanges between two characters, then first question is considered as
first element in the questions list and the next exchange is considered as the answer
and is stored as first element in the answers list. Now first question and first answer
separated by <EOS> token is stored as second element in the question list and the
third exchange in the conversation list is stored as second element in the answers
list. Next the second answer is appended to the second question and is stored as
third element in the questions list as shown in the Figure 5.10, Figure 5.11. This
process is continued till all the answers are stored in the answers list.
Next vocabulary instance is created from the list of words that appear in ques-
tions and answers and is saved in the same directory where the model is going to be
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Figure 5.9: Function to clean the text
Figure 5.10: Questions list
Figure 5.11: Answers list
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saved. Words that appear minimum number of times that is defined are stored in
the vocabulary. This is done in order to filter out the words that appear rarely in
the vocabulary, this helps to decrease the size of the embedding matrix and dimen-
sionality. Every word that is in vocabulary is encoded into integer.
Words and their frequency count can be seen in Figure 5.12.
Figure 5.12: Word frequency count
Words that are encoded to integers can be seen in Figure 5.13
Figure 5.13: Words encoded to integers
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5.9 Model architecture
First placeholders for model inputs and targets are created along with other hy-
perparameters like learning rate, dropout, external embeddings. These placeholders
are created to be able to use them in future training of the model. Learning rate
is responsible to change the model’s response to the estimated error whenever the
weights of the model are updated. Choosing the right learning rate for the model is
a exacting task because a small learning rate causes the training process to take long
time, and a larger learning rate could cause overshooting and learning the weights
very fast that results in unsteady training process. The keep prob hyperparameter
is responsible for the dropout rate of the neural network during training. Drop out
is basically a technique used to address the overfitting issue, which randomly drops
some units in the neural network during training. An overview of model graph is
shown in the Figure 5.14
Figure 5.14: Overview model graph with defined inputs
5.9.1 Model graph
Seq2seq model graph is created in this section. Since TensorFlow’s operation is de-
ferred execution, no tensor objects in the graph have any values until session is ran
to train, or infer batch of inputs. Briefly a computation graph can be described as
a directed graph which consists of nodes and edges to define computations. Place-
holder, operations or variable can be represented as nodes in data flow graphs. Data
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is manipulated by operations according to certain rules, they are called as ops in
tensorflow. Persistent, shared state are represented by variables, which are manipu-
lated by ops. The edges in the graph are tensors which are multidimensional arrays
that convey data from one node to other. Defined model encoder on a high level
can be seen in the Figure 5.15
Figure 5.15: Defining model encoder
Input sequences word embeddings are in encoding embedding matrix. Word em-
beddings are nothing but dense N-dimensional vector instead of sparse vector which
is one hot encoded which refers to the word which is input to the model. The dense
embedding value for each word are updated during training like normal weights. So
the contextual relationship between the word embeddings, and objective function is
learned by the model. Figure 5.16 show the decoder part of the model on a high
level.
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Figure 5.16: Defining model decoder
5.9.2 Building encoder
First encoder RNN layer is created in the seq2seq model which is a stacked lstm.
Encoder takes embedded input sequence as the input. To study the sequence in
forward and backward manner, few RNN cells are deputed by the Bi-directional
encoder in both the directions. The subsequent states are concatenated and then
sent to the decoder.
Figure 5.17: Bidirectional rnn encoder graph
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Concatenation of both forward and backward rnns is shown in the Figure 5.17. Cells
that capture the sequence information in forward direction are shown in Figure
5.18(a) and cells that captures the sequences in backward direction are shown in the
Figure 5.18(b)
(a) Forward rnn cells
(b) Backward rnn cells
Figure 5.18: Bidirectional rnn forward and backward cells
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5.9.3 Building decoder
Next RNN cell is created which will be used in the construction of decoder and then
attention mechanism is applied. Encoder outputs are given as input to this function
which contains input sequence’s encoder output at each time stamp which is fed to
the attention mechanism. Encoded state is another argument given to the function
which contains every encoder cell’s final encoder state. AS the decoder and encoder
structure is similar, encoder’s last state is set as initial state of decoder.
Figure 5.19: Overview of attention decoder
Figure 5.19 shows the overview of the decoder with attention mechanism. Where as
Figure 5.20 shows a inside view of the multi rnn cell from Figure 5.19.
Figure 5.20: Rnn cells in the decoder
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5.9.4 Loss calculation
Training decoder is built by using training helper from Tensorflow with teacher forc-
ing technique. So that the decoder receives the target sequence as input at every
output timestamp. By looking into the decoder embedding matrix by index, the
word vocabulary sequence in target matrix are modified to N dimensional vectors.
The decoder output is passed through output layer which is softmax classes distri-
bution. The output sequences are variable size and the logits are of fixed length. So
for every sequence the timesteps are masked beyond the size, in such a way that the
loss calculated for the extra timesteps is multiplied by 0, that does not show any
change in the final loss. Figure 5.21 shows how loss is calculated inside the graph.
Figure 5.21: Loss calculation
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5.10 Training the model
Padding batches
Dataset is split into batches defined by the hyper-parameter batch size. Each batch
is of a fixed shape matrix where sequences that are shorter than the largest sequence
are padded with <PAD> token at the end of the sequence. Basically padding is done
to guarantee that all the sequences have equivalent physical size in the batch. The
time steps in the sequence that are padded are ignored by the decoder and encoder
and are also not considered in the softmax loss. This is due to the fact that the
original sequence shape is fed to the model as a vector, so the RNN considers only
the timesteps that are not padded.
Hyperparameters
Training is performed with the following hyperparameters shown in Table 5.1 and
the model weights are updated if there is improvement in the training loss after ev-
ery epoch. Models are saved with different training losses to evaluate and compare
which model performs better at which training loss. Figure 5.22 shows the training
stats of the model for first epoch, after the first epoch is finished the learning rate
decay adjusting can be noticed.
Hyperparameters Values
learning rate 2
learning rate decay 0.998
dropout 0.2
optimizer SGD
encoder embedding dimensions 128
number of encoder layers 4
decoder embedding dimensions 128
number of decoder layers 4
rnn size 1024
batch size 64
epochs 500
Table 5.1: Training hyperparameters
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Figure 5.22: Training stats of first epoch
The trained models are saved in Checkpoint in model directory, which is comprised
of four files as shown in the Figure 5.23. These checkpoint files can be used to retrain
the model or to infer the model.
• model.ckpt.meta: The complete graph structure of the saved model is stored
in this file as the variables of the model are saved in other file.
• model.ckpt.data-00000-of-00001: The values of the model variables such as
gradients, weights, placeholders, hyperparameters are stored in this file by
tensorflow.
• model.ckpt.index: This file is a tensorflow table which contains tensor names
of the model as keys, and tensor’s metadata as value.
• checkpoint: Information of the checkpoint such as name of the model, and
location of the files is stored in this file.
Figure 5.23: Saved model checkpoint
5.11 Web Scraping
Web scraping is done to scrape the pages in the jabberwacky conversations and ex-
tract the text from them in order to prepare the dataset to train the model for phase-
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2. First Hyper Text Markup Language(HTML) request is sent to the jabberwacky’s
conversation page. HTML content of the Uniform Resource Locator(URL) is re-
turned from the server. BeautifulSoup library is used to parse the content and find
the relevant parameters to access links to next and previous pages. Each page is
again parsed and the URLs of the pages of particular dates in each page are stored
in a variable which is later iterated and text is extracted from all pages and stored
in defined path.
Figure 5.24: URLs of conversation pages
Figure 5.25: Text extracted from a page
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5.12 Data preparation(Phase-2)
Extracted text by web scraping is saved in a manner that every file refer to a
conversation and exchanges in those conversations are separated by new lines. To
overcome the complexity all these files are merged and a single file is created where
conversations are separated by new lines and exchanges are separated by __eou__
identifier. Phase-2 training of the model is conducted on this dataset. After all
the preprocessing, vocabulary from this dataset is combined with the vocabulary of
Cornell dataset and a new vocabulary list is formed. The embeddings from phase-1
are loaded and new embeddings are added to it during the training along with the
initialization of weights and biases from checkpoint.
Figure 5.26: Jabberwacky dataset format
5.13 Active Learning training
This training is performed by human in loop methodology, so there is no dataset
required to perform this training. During this training model from phase-2 is loaded
and human interacts with the model with a question, and model generates 20 best
possible answers(beams) in descending order; next human chooses the best answer
according to his requirement and gives the response which could be the best answer.
Then the question and feedback response are back-propagated and the model weights
are updated. This process is repeated 30 to 40 times and for every iteration model
weights are updated and the checkpoint is replaced with new weights. Training is
conducted with different learning rates and observed that the model trained with
0.025 learning rate gave best results.
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Figure 5.27: Phase-3 training
Figure 5.28: Phase-3 model updating weights after response
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In this chapter the results obtained after training the model such as loss, word
embeddings, and inferring the models from all the phases have been discussed along
with images. Evaluation of the models from different phases is performed in this
chapter, scores obtained by the models after evaluation is shown in this chapter.
6.1 Training loss
Training loss obtained by the phase-1 model and phase-2 model are shown in the
Figures 6.1 and 6.2 rspectively. The models is trained with batch size 64 for 500
epochs with SGD optimizer. The training is performed on NVIDIA GTX 1080 Ti.
The other training stats observed by the end of training are shown in the Tables 6.1
and 6.2
Figure 6.1: Phase-1 model training loss
Hyperparameters Values
learning rate 1.54546
gloabal step 178293
best loss obtained 1.22513266
Table 6.1: Phase-1 training observations
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Figure 6.2: Phase-2 model training loss
Hyperparameters Values
learning rate 0.70422
gloabal step 214717
best loss obtained 0.003140962
Table 6.2: Phase-2 training observations
Models with different training losses are collected in phase-2 as shown in the Table
6.3. Interaction was performed with all these models and it is observed that the
model at the training loss 1.202 performed best.
Best loss obtained
0.179
0.382
0.477
0.996
1.101
1.202
1.406
1.986
2.421
2.983
Table 6.3: Phase-2 models with different losses
6.2 Word embeddings
The embedded words are visualized on tensorboard embedding projector, which
reads the embeddings from models and displays them in 3 dimensions by performing
dimensional reduction using T-distributed Stochastic Neighbor Embedding(t-SNE)
and Principal Component Analysis(PCA). The model has embedded 59,029 words
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into 128 dimensions. Figure 6.3 shows visualization of 59,029 words on tensorboard.
Figure 6.3: Visualization of word embeddings
Nearest words to the selected word in the original space from the vocabulary list
can be seen in Figure 6.3 which are found by calculating Cosine distance.
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Figure 6.4: Nearest words visualization
6.3 Evaluation
There is no proper metric to evaluate the performance of conversational agents.
Thus, evaluation is performed by six human judges by assessing the answers gener-
ated by all the three models from phase-1, phase-2 and phase-3 on the test dataset
by assigning label ’0’ to bad answer and label ’1’ to good answer. Evaluation of each
answer is done on four axes: semantic meaning, relevance to the question asked, in-
terestingness of the generated answer, Engagement with the user. Then average of
the results are computed and the models are compared as shown in the Figure 6.5.
Few conversations with the models from phase-1, phase-2 and phase-3 are shown in
the Table 6.5
Human: hey! nice to meet you.
Phase-1 model: I like to see you.
Phase-2 model: I don’t like you.
Phase-3 model: eek.
Human: i like to see you.
Phase-1 model: bye.
Phase-2 model: sorry.
Phase-3 model: do you have a choice?
Human: don’t you like to see me?
Phase-1 model: yes.
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Phase-2 model: yes
Phase-3 model: yes.
Human: i’m sad as you dissappointed me
Phase-1 model: where did you stay?.
Phase-2 model: ok.
Phase-3 model: now I am.
Human: i’m telling you that i got hurt.
Phase-1 model: I don’t like you.
Phase-2 model: no you’re not!
Phase-3 model: I always believe that you are a computer.
Human: it’s not funny.
Phase-1 model: I don’t.
Phase-2 model: thank you.
Phase-3 model: what do you mean like that?
Human: you are arrogant.
Phase-1 model: is that so?
Phase-2 model: thanks.
Phase-3 model: but I am a human.
Human: You’re not making any sense at all.
Phase-1 model: I like to say I love you.
Phase-2 model: what do you want to do?
Phase-3 model: how do you know?
Human: Tell me something I dont know.
Phase-1 model: it was neither.
Phase-2 model: how do you know?
Phase-3 model: nope.
Human: why not?
Phase-1 model: nothing to worry.
Phase-2 model: because I am human.
Phase-3 model: it’s ignorant.
Table 6.5: Comparison of few responses from phase-1, phase-2, and phase-3 models
It was observed that the phase-2 model performed better than phase-1 model on the
testset in terms of all the axes mentioned above. This depicts that a small specific
dataset can be useful in tuning the models that are trained on a big general dialogue
dataset. It is also observed that phase-3 model using active learning performed
better than the phase-2 model. This implies that model made association among
semantically identical utterances that differ grammatically. Even though this process
is slow it can emulate the method how human beings learn language.
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Figure 6.5: Success percentage of all phases
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7 Conclusion
The main goal of this thesis is to develop Conversational AI for humanoid robot
which could communicate with human users on open domain conversations without
any pre-programming, as the robots using rule based programming couldn’t converse
with humans if a new question is asked which does not exist in its system. And it
is not possible to develop such a system that could answer all the questions using
rule based programming. After initial analysis it was determined that Deep learning
based conversational agent is an effective solution to understand the intent and con-
text of the question asked by the human user and then respond accordingly to the
question in the same context. Therefore plenty of literature research has been con-
ducted in Deep learning, Natural language processing, Natural language generation,
Speech recognition and synthesis to develop and integrate conversational AI into
robot framework. Based on the research, benchmark tests, and price Geforce GTX
1080 Ti GPU was selected to train the Deep learning models. Based on the require-
ment analysis Python language, CUDA environment, cuDNN library, Tensorflow
framework, Python libraries, Microsoft Bing speech, NAOqi framework, Jetbrain
Pycharm, Pydev debugger, and Docker are selected.
Available approaches have been analysed and a conclusion was made to develop
the model architecture based on Sequence to sequence(encoder decoder architec-
ture) for response generation along with the Attention mechanism as the context
of the sentences can be well captured, and Beam search decoding during inference
for generating best possible hypotheses with highest joint probability. The training
of the model in this thesis is divided into three phases. In the first phase model is
trained from scratch on Cornell movie dialogues dataset, where language semantics
and patterns has been learned. Second phase is based on transfer learning approach
where the model is initialized with the weights obtained from the first phase. To
train the model in the second phase, a special dataset on open domain dialogues
is created by web scraping to give the conversational agent the ability to converse
on open domain dialogues. Transfer learning approach is used here as the dataset
in phase-2 is small and language patterns can be learned from large dataset. In
phase-3 Active learning based approach is used to fine tune the responses generated
by the conversational AI model from phase-2. In phase-3 training human trainer
interacts with the phase-2 model and gives feedback to the model responses, based
on the feedback from the trainer model adjusts its weights for every interaction.
this process is conducted in a loop for 30 to 40 interactions. Different learning rates
has been experimented to find out the right spot for active learning training for
the above stated number of interactions. The evaluation of models is performed
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by 6 human judges on test dataset as there is not proper metric to evaluate con-
versational agents performance. The evaluation of performance was conducted on
four axes and comparison was made between the models from phase-1, phase-2 and
phase-3. Where an observation was made that the phase-3 model performed better
than the phase-1 and phase-2 models on all the four axes. Next phase-3 model was
made into an restful api and deployed for production with a docker container as
the robot platform do not support the Python version in which the conversational
agent was developed. Next, script was developed in the robot framework where the
robot recognized human voices by means of microphone and transcribe it into text
using Microsoft Bing Speech and resultant text is fed to the model which is made as
restful api. Then the response generated by the model is spoken by the robot using
Text to speech module available in the robot framework.
Therefore, in this thesis Conversational AI for open dialogue conversation is devel-
oped which focuses on the context of the sentences and integrated into a humanoid
robot. The major research objectives such as requirement and use case analysis,
implementation, deployment, evaluation and analysis are effectively accomplished
in this thesis work. This thesis explored various possible approaches and and fi-
nally adopted to an effective concept and solved the problem effectively. Hence the
complete system is designed and implemented in this thesis work as per the concep-
tual specifications. The robot is successful in conversing with humans. The results
obtained by the model have a much better performance with transfer learning and
active learning.
As a future work, bigger datasets can be used to conduct experimentation and
compare the performance. Other speech to text modules can tested and a compari-
son can be made. Investigation can be conducted to add effective techniques to give
emotional intelligence to the robot.
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